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Legal Authority is part of the Career Mission family which was founded by A. Harrison Barnes in 
2000.

One of the many reasons why Legal Authority is so successful at acquiring law student jobs is 
because of targeted mailing. Instead of looking for a job on countless jobs boards in the hopes 
you find something of interest and pay well, Legal Authority will contact every given employer who 
matches your criteria. You will find many positions in your area or abroad that you actually like.

The downfall of many legal job search sites is that they post jobs but give you very little help. When 
you use other legal job search sites you are alone and off to fend for yourself. When you use Legal 
Authority or any site under Career Mission, not only do you receive many job opportunities you 
never thought existed, you are also receiving help from a quality staff. The sole mission of the Legal 
Authority staff is to help you find the job you want and create a better life for yourself with useful job 
information.

In regards to legal positions, we know these types of jobs pay well. Therefore, the positions won’t 
stay open forever so you must act fast. There are so many jobs that go unnoticed in the job search 
hunt. For every job you apply for there are probably several that you don’t even realize exist. This is 
why Legal Authority separates itself from the ‘’competition’’ because Legal Authority provides you 
with legal jobs that were previously hidden. The more attorney jobs that become available to you, the 
higher the chance you will become hired at some point.

Legal Authority will assist you in finding a legal job, which is a given, but also help you with your 
resume. The Legal Authority Employment Advocates will interview you to see what type of legal 
employment you prefer. Do any other job sites do this? It’s not very likely. After the interview 
process is over then the application process begins. In a nutshell, if you choose to use the Legal 
Authority service you will now have access to one of the highly skilled legal cover letter and legal 
resume writers. If you are not happy with your legal cover letter and legal resume for any reason, 
Employment Advocates will work with you until you are.

That is not all. Once your application materials are sent out Legal Authority keeps working for you 
by providing you with a list of the individuals who are contacting you with phone numbers. Consider 
Legal Authority your best friend in the search for new legal careers.

Legal Authority provides you with numerous ‘’how-to’’ articles on everything you need to know about 
the current legal job market, tips on how to become even more successful at your job, how to get 
the best salary possible when negotiating - these articles are just samples of what you can read. You 
know what the best thing is? These are the free articles.
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If you are searching for a new career and become tired of the old legal employment service, it is 
highly recommended to spend some time on Legal Authority.


